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1'0 all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, FRANcIs M. MONGER, 

of vCleveland, in the county of Hancock and 
State of Indiana, have invented certain new 

5 and useful Improvements in Flood-Gates; and 
I do hereby declare that the following is a full, 
clear, and exact description thereof, reference 
being had to the accompanying drawings, and 
to the letters of reference marked thereon, 

[O which formpart of this speci?cation. 
' This invention relates to certain improve 
ments in ?ood-gates,- and it has for its objects 
to provide an effectual barrier in a stream or 
water-course to the passage of live stock, as 

15 more fully hereinafter speci?ed; and to this 
end it consists in the certain novel combina 
tion of parts now to be described, and speci? 
cally pointed out in the claims. 
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 

20 represents an elevation of my invention viewed 
‘ from up stream. Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional 
view of the same. Fig. 3 is a View looking 
down upon the gate with the top removed. 
The letter A indicates the vertical posts of 

25 the gate, located at the banks of the stream 
on each side. 
B indicates the gate, which swings on bear 

ings C in each post. 
To the top beam, D, of the gate is secured 

3Q an arm,E, which has pivoted to its end a curved 
arm, F, which has a lateral projection, G, at 
its free end. The said arm F is also provided 
with a lug or projection, H, the object of which 
will be hereinafter explained. 
To one of the posts is secured a quadrant 

bracket, I, which has a notch, K, in its pe 
riphery, in which the projection H of the arm 
F engages when the gate is down, so as to lock 
it securely in position. . 

4o _ The letter 1’ indicates a vertical rod,‘ ar 
ranged to slide in guides M, secured to one of 
the posts, the lower one of which serves as a 
stop to the upward vertical movement of the 
rod, as hereinafter explained. The upper end 

(N0 model.) 

of the rod is bent at right angles and rests 
under the lateral projection on the end of the 
curved arm before mentioned. The lower end 
of the rod is provided with a ?oat, N. 
The operation of my invention is as follows: 

The gate. being down and looked, as before 
mentioned, upon any rise of the‘ water the ?oat 
will be elevated, lifting the .curved arm so 
as to raise its projection out of the notch in 
the quadrant-bracket, permitting the gate to 
swing and ?oat upon the water as it rises or 
falls, the projection on the curved arm at 
tached to the arm secured to the gate riding 
upon the periphery of said quadrant. When 
the water falls to its lowest point, the projec 
tion again enters the notch on the quadrant 
and locks the gate. ~ 
Having thus described my invention, what 

I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent, is— 

l. The combination, with a ?ood-gate hav 
ing its top rail pivoted between the gate-posts 
and provided with a rearward-exten ding arm, 
E, of a notched‘ quadrant ?xed to the gate 
post adjacent to said arm, a bar, F, pivoted 
to the end of the arm E, and provided with a 
laterally - extending detent engaging in the 
notch of the quadrant when the gate is down, 
and devices arranged to lift the detent out of 
the notch when the water rises, substantially 
as speci?ed. ' 

2. The combination, with the gate A, hav 
ing its rail D, pivoted in the posts C, the arm 
E, and pivoted bar F, provided with projec 
tions G and H, of the notched quadrant I, rod 
1’, and ?oat N, substantially as speci?ed. 
In testimony that I claim the foregoing as 

my own I affix my signature in presence of two 
witnesses. 
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F. M. MONGER. 
Witnesses: 

THOMAS MANNON, , 
JOHN FREEMAN. 


